An experimental and theoretical investigation of the photophysics of 1-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid.
Photophysical and photochemical properties of 1-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid (1,2-HNA) have been investigated experimentally by steady state and time domain fluorescence measurements and theoretically by Hartree-Fock (HF), configuration interaction at the single excitation (CIS) level, density functional theoretic (DFT), and semiempirical (AM1) methods. 1,2-HNA exhibits normal fluorescence that depends on its concentration, nature of the solvent, pH, temperature, and wavelength of excitation. It seems to form different emitting species in different media, akin to 3-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid (3,2-HNA). The large Stokes shifted emission observed at pH 13 is attributed to species undergoing excited-state intramolecular proton transfer. Nonradiative transition seems to increase on protonation and decrease on deprotonation. AM1(PECI=8) calculations predict the absorption maximum (lambda(max) = 335.9 nm) in reasonable agreement with experiment (lambda(max) = 352 nm) for the neutral 1,2-HNA. They also predict a red shift in absorption on protonation and a blue shift on deprotonation as observed experimentally. CIS calculations tend to overestimate the energy gap and hence underestimate the absorption maxima between the ground and the excited electronic states of 1,2-HNA and its protonated and deprotonated forms. However, they do predict correctly that the excited state intramolecular proton transfer is likely to occur in the deprotonated form of 1,2-HNA and not in the neutral and the protonated forms. A single minimum is found in the potential energy profile for the ground state as well as the first excited state of 1,2-HNA and its protonated species. In contrast, a double minimum with a nominal barrier in between is predicted for the ground state and also the first three excited states of the deprotonated species. The keto form of the deprotonated species is found to be slightly less stable than the enol form in all the states investigated.